Join us on Saturday, April 23 at 2:00 pm for the final pitch!

The Venture Design Challenge is designed to help early-stage student founders assess and validate their business venture and develop their minimal viable product. Student teams are coached by our entrepreneurs and innovators learn how to identify problems worth solving and how to mobilize the people, resources, and networks to solve them.

Our pitch competition would not be possible without the generous contributions of the Entrepreneurship Advisory Council and AbbVie. We are grateful for their support!

In Brief:

**Volunteer Me**

Track: Social Innovation

In Brief: Volunteer Me is a website that makes it easy for people to find and volunteer amid a myriad of opportunities in their city.

**A Amaryllis**

Track: Business Venture

In Brief: A Amaryllis is a Glamour as a service platform where professional women can feel beautiful and more confident each and every day. They will offer personalized service to their customers, validating their business venture and developing their minimal viable product.

The cosmetics market is a $759 billion industry and growing, according to Statista. Yet very few women (or men) have access to the proper training, correct tools, or personalized assistance when choosing or applying their makeup. Enter A Amaryllis, a Glamour as a service platform where professional women can feel beautiful and more confident each and every day. They will offer personalized service to their customers, validating their business venture and developing their minimal viable product.
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